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No Longer Wheelchair Bound
After two years in a
wheelchair with
tuberculous spondylitis,
49-year-old Miguel
Cornejo contacted
orthopedic surgeon, Carlos
Chiriboga in Ecuador.
Miguel asked whether
surgical intervention could
relieve the pain and
improve his mobility.
Tuberculous spondylitis
(also known as Pott's
disease) results from the
migration of the
tuberculosis bacteria to the spine. It is one of the oldest
diseases of mankind, found in the spinal remains of
mummies from Egypt and Peru. It can cause bone
destruction, deformity, and paraplegia. For Miguel,
tuberculosis had been responsible for all three. He had
received classic treatments for tuberculosis with no
improvement.
When Miguel asked about surgery, Dr. Chiriboga
suggested a non-invasive alternative -- CAMS blue light
laser therapy. Dr. Chiriboga was interested to discover
whether the 470 nm blue light, known to kill many
types of bacteria, would eliminate the tuberculosis
bacteria causing the ongoing destruction of bone. He
also wondered whether the combination of blue light
and CAMS therapy would initiate a healing process. Dr.
Chiriboga treated Miguel once a week with a LaserCam
for the first month. Encouraged by the results,
treatment continued once a month. One year later,
Miguel is walking, assisted by a walker.

Before (left) and after (right) showing bony healing and
reconstitution. Note the broadening of the spinal canal in the
image on the right.

Ask Dr. Crosby
Q: Blue light is not known to penetrate deeply. How can
we explain the dramatic improvement in Miguel's case?
A: While blue light may not penetrate deeply, scalar
energy has unlimited
penetration. It acts as a
carrier for the blue light.
The combination of
LaserCam and blue light
appears to have been very
powerful in this case -able to stop the ongoing
damage by tuberculosis
and set the stage for
healing.
Order a LaserCam with
blue light technology
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